Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A classical problem in grammatical inference is to identify a language from positive examples and negative examples. We study learning regular expressions (REs) with *interleaving* (*shuffle*), denoted by RE(&). Since RE(&) are widely used in various areas of computer science \[[@CR1]\], including XML database systems \[[@CR5], [@CR12], [@CR26]\], complex event processing \[[@CR24]\], system verification \[[@CR4], [@CR13], [@CR15]\], plan recognition \[[@CR18]\] and natural language processing \[[@CR21], [@CR28]\].

Studying the inference of RE(&) has several practical motivations, such as *schema inference*. The presence of a schema for XML documents has many advantages, such as for query processing and optimization, data integration and exchange \[[@CR11], [@CR30]\]. However, many XML documents in practice are not accompanied by a valid schema \[[@CR16]\], making schema inference an attractive research topic \[[@CR2], [@CR3], [@CR10], [@CR14], [@CR31]\]. Learning Relax NG schemas is an important research problem for schema inference, since it is more powerful than other XML schema languages, such as DTD or XSD \[[@CR5]\] and has unrestricted supports for the interleaving operator. It is known that the essential task in Relax NG schema inference is learning RE(&) from a set of given sample \[[@CR23], [@CR31]\].

Previously, RE(&) learning has been studied from positive examples only \[[@CR23], [@CR29], [@CR31]\]. However, negative examples might be useful in some applications. For instance, the *schema evolution* \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\] can be done incrementally, with little feedback needed from the user, when we also allow negative examples. Learning RE(&) from positive and negative examples may have other crucial applications, such as *mining scientific workflows*. REs have already been used in the literature as a well-suited mechanism for inter-workflow coordination \[[@CR17]\]. The user labeled some sequences of modules from a set of available workflows as positive or negative examples. So such algorithms can be thus applied to infer the workflow pattern that the user has in mind.

Such kinds of applications motivate us to investigate the problem of learning RE(&) from positive and negative examples. Most researchers have studied subclasses of REs, which are expressive enough to cover the vast majority of real-world applications \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR22]\] and perform better on several decision problems than general ones \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR25], [@CR27]\]. Bex et al. \[[@CR3]\] proposed learning algorithms for two subclasses of REs: SOREs and CHAREs, which capture many practical DTDs/XSDs and are both single occurrence REs. Bex et al. \[[@CR2]\] also studied learning algorithms, based on the Hidden Markov Model, for the subclass of REs in which each alphabet symbol occurs at most *k* times (*k*-OREs). More recently, Freydenberger and Kötzing \[[@CR10]\] proposed more efficient algorithms for the above-mentioned SOREs and CHAREs. Existing work on RE(&) learning mentioned above \[[@CR23], [@CR29], [@CR31]\] are all working on specific subclasses of REs. The aim of these approaches is to infer restricted subclasses of single occurrence REs with interleaving starting from a positive set of words representing XML documents based on *maximum clique* or *maximum independent set*.

In this paper, we focus on learning the subclass of RE(&), called SIREs (see Definition [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}) \[[@CR29]\]. It has been proved that the problem of learning SIREs is NP-hard \[[@CR29]\]. Here, we solve this problem by using genetic algorithms and parallel techniques. Genetic algorithms have been used to solve NP problems, and parallel techniques can make programs more efficient. As a result, when given both positive and negative examples, we can effectively learn a SIRE.

The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows.

We design algorithm *i*SIRE based on genetic algorithm, which can learn SIREs from both positive and negative examples. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one to infer the subclass of RE(&) from positive and negative examples. We hope our work may shed some light on further research.Our algorithm has better expansibility. Algorithm *i*SIRE not only supports learning with positive and negative examples, but also supports learning with positive or negative examples only.We conduct a series of experiments with alphabets of different sizes. The results reveal the effectiveness of *i*SIRE, show the high accuracy and preciseness of our work.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============
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A RE with interleaving *r* is **SOIRE**, if every alphabet symbol occurs at most once in *r*. We consider the subclass of REs with interleaving (SIREs) defined by the following grammar.

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------
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Definition 2 {#FPar2}
------------
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Learning Algorithm {#Sec3}
==================

Our algorithm aims to obtain an accurate and precise SIRE, which should accept as many positive samples as possible and reject as many negative samples as possible. We show the major technical details of our algorithm in this section. The main algorithm is presented in Sect. [3.1](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Initializing all the simplified candidate regions (SCRs) is introduced in Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Selecting the best candidate SIRE from each SCR is given in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}.

The Main Algorithm {#Sec4}
------------------

The algorithm *i*SIRE first figures out the SCRs of the expression to be learned, then for each SCR, employs genetic algorithms to learn character sequence and multiplicity sequence in parallel, and decodes each learned sequence to a SIRE according to its SCR. After multi-generation evolution and iteration, the best SIRE is selected by function *bestRE()*. The main procedures of the algorithm are presented in Algorithm 1, and are illustrated as follows.
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Initializing All the Simplified Candidate Regions (SCRs) {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------------

Next, we will give a detailed explanation of Line 3 of Algorithm 1 (initializing all the SCRs) in this section.
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Selecting the Best Candidate SIRE from Each SCR {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------------

For each SCR obtained in first step, we employ the algorithm candSIRE (shown in Algorithm 2) to find the best candidate SIRE. Because each SCR is independent of each other and does not interfere with each other, we use multi-thread on our multi-core processor to run the candSIRE algorithm in parallel. By using parallel processing, we can infer the best candidate SIRE for each SCR with numerous SIREs simultaneously, which makes a huge difference when there are often hundreds of SIREs to evaluate per SCR.

The algorithm candSIRE uses a number of genetic operators. Using the alphabet $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the algorithm candSIRE, for a given SCR, positive examples $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_\_$$\end{document}$, we select the best candidate SIRE that accepts as many positive samples as possible, rejects as many negative samples as possible, and as precise as possible. The main procedures are as follows.

Initialize the population of candidate character sequences. Here we set the population size to 500.Select the best multiplicity sequence for each character sequence using algorithm selectMuls in parallel. The pseudocode of selectMuls is presented in Algorithm 3, we will explain its details later.Decode each pair of character sequences, corresponding best multiplicity sequences and the given SCR to get the population of candidate SIREs by calling function *decode()*.Call function *calcValues()*, calculate fitness value *f*(*r*) for each SIRE *r*. The fitness value *f*(*r*) of *r* is defined as follows. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f(r) = (K(r), CC(r)),$$\end{document}$$ For the detailed definitions of *K*(*r*) and *CC*(*r*), see Sect. [3.1](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Our fitness function gives priority to *K*(*r*), and then compare the *CC*(*r*), that is, on the basis of selecting the SIRE that can accept more positive examples and reject more negative examples, then consider the more precise ones.Call function *select()* to generate the next generation SIREs. The method first retains the best 20% of SIREs by the fitness *f*(*r*) in the current population unchanged, and then applies roulette-wheel selection to the remaining 80% to get the next generation SIREs. Meanwhile, it is also important to note that *K*(*r*) is the top priority when choosing SIREs. When the values of *K*(*r*) are the same, we choose the SIRE which *CC*(*r*) is minimum.Call function *charCrossover()*, select some pairs of character sequences according to the crossover rate (0.8), and construct new pairs of character sequences by applying the character crossover.Call function *charMutate()*, select some character sequences according to the mutation rate (0.03), and modify the selected sequences by applying the character mutation.Iterate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to improve the efficiency of evolution, we adopt two tricks to optimize algorithm candSIRE. In the second step of candSIRE, it needs to select the best multiplicity sequence for each character sequence. Obviously, this process can be executed in parallel because these character sequences are independent of each other when finding the best multiplicity sequence. Besides, as is well known, the fitness function is usually the most computationally expensive component of the genetic algorithm. Thus, we use value hashing to reduce the amount of time spent on calculating fitness values by storing previously computed fitness values in a hash table. During execution, solutions found previously will be revisited due to the random mutations and recombinations of SIREs, then we just revisit its fitness value directly from the hash table instead of recalculation. Inevitably, the storage of the hash table consumes memory usage.

Now we introduce the algorithm selectMuls used in the second step of algorithm candSIRE (shown in Algorithm 3), it aims to select best multiplicity sequence for each character sequence. Before introducing the details of selectMuls, we illustrate its genetic operators as follows.

*multiplicity crossover:* randomly select crossover points of two parents, and then exchange the selected genes to get children. In the multiplicity population, e.g., we randomly select two multiplicity sequences $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The main procedures of selectMuls are illustrated as follows.

Initialize the population of candidate multiplicity sequences. Here we set the population size to 200.Call function *decode()*, decode each group of multiplicity sequences, the character sequences and the SCR to get the population of candidate SIREs.Call function *calcValues()*, calculate fitness value *f*(*r*) for each SIRE *r*.Call function *select()*, use roulette-wheel selection to generate a next generation from the current population according to fitness values.Call function *mulCrossover()*, select some pairs of multiplicity sequences according to the crossover rate (0.8), and construct new pairs of multiplicity sequences by multiplicity crossover.Call function *mulMutate()*, select some multiplicity sequences according to the mutation rate (0.03), and modify the sequences by applying the multiplicity mutation.Iterate 2--8 steps until the number of generations reaches the given threshold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experiments {#Sec7}
===========

In this section, we validate our algorithm by means of experimental analysis. All experiments were performed using a prototype implementation of *i*SIRE written in Python 3.6 executed on a machine with sixteen-core Intel Xeon CPU E5620\@2.4 GHz, 24 GB memory.

Learning SIREs from Positive Examples {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------

To compare the algorithms *Exact Minimal* \[[@CR29]\], *conMiner* \[[@CR29]\], *conDAG* \[[@CR29]\] and *iSIRE*, we generate 9 datasets of positive examples with alphabet size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Learning SIREs from Positive and Negative Examples {#Sec9}
--------------------------------------------------

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our learning algorithm on learning examples of both positive and negative cases, we would have liked to compare *i*SIRE with other approaches, but this was impossible, since we found no other tools or algorithms supporting learning SIREs from both positive and negative examples. Thus we only conducted experiment with our own algorithm. According to the alphabet size, example size, and the proportion of positive and negative examples, we made 27 datasets of examples and conducted experiment on these examples (shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). As Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows, more than 74% *K*(*r*) values of inferred SIREs are above 75%, that is, majority of SIREs learned by *i*SIRE accept most of positive examples and reject most of negative examples, which demonstrates the high effectiveness of our algorithms.Table 3.Results of learning SIREs from positive and negative examples.$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec10}
===========

In this paper, we provided algorithm *i*SIRE to learn a SIRE from positive and negative examples based on genetic algorithms and parallel techniques. Then we conducted experiments with alphabets of different sizes, and results showed that with only positive examples, our learning results are more precise compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms, and when given both positive and negative examples, we can learn SIREs with high accuracy.

This is also very easy to prove, because the worst case is that the learned SIRE is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$  a_1^{*} \& a_2^{*} \& \cdots \& a_n^{*}$$\end{document}$, which can guarantee that accept all the positive examples.
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